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VIGILANCE

The primary objective of Vigilance is to investigate 
complaints and conduct sample checks in respect of managerial 
decisions, with a view to determine their conformity to 
objectivity, transparency and concordance with extant rules and 
procedures. 

Vigilance working has four facets: (1) Preventive 
Vigilance (2) Participative Vigilance (3) Punitive Vigilance and 
(4) Pro-active Vigilance. 

Preventive Vigilance

The aim here is to disseminate knowledge across a wide 
cross section of railway officials, suggest system rationalization 
measures for imparting greater transparency and predictability, 
catalyse use of technology in decision making and create greater 
awareness amongst the public on issues relating to corruption 
mitigation. 

Some of the steps taken in this direction were:

In 2013-14, a total of 24,023 Preventive Checks  y
were conducted throughout Railways. Additionally, 
investigations into 2,387 complaints were conducted and 
a watch was kept on the working of identified officials of 
doubtful integrity. 

Dissemination of knowledge-case studies, lessons  y
learnt, dos and don’ts, etc.-through releases of vigilance 
bulletins: in 2013-14, a total of 27 bulletins, including 
“Chetna Ahwan” by the Railway Board, were released for 
circulation. 

The scope of coverage under the Leveraging-of-  y
Technology initiative was enlarged to include (i) Issue of 
NOC regarding construction of private structure over the 
private land, adjacent to railway boundary within 30 meters 
from Railway boundary (ii) crossing of overhead ET lines 
(iii) laying of telephone cables, electrical cables (iv) laying 
of water/drainage pipeline crossing Railway track, through 
culverts and bridges in 2013-14.

Print and electronic media was extensively utilised by  y
all Zonal Railways, Production Units and Public Sector 
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Undertakings under the administrative control of the 
Ministry of Railways for conducting extensive public 
campaigns during Vigilance Week 2013.

A total of 16 system rationalization measures were mooted  y
in 2013-14, out of which 11 were implemented within the 
year. A gist of such measures implemented at the behest of 
Vigilance is as follows:

Civil Engineering Department 

Use of Last Accepted Rates (LAR) for assessment of  y
reasonability of rates: Railway Board has directed that if 
any accepted rate has been restricted for future reference 
by the Tender Committee and the Accepting Authority, 
it should invariably be mentioned so in the Letter of 
Acceptance (LOA) and further that this feature should 
also be incorporated in the Contract Agreement, if the 
Accepting Authority specifically directs so.

Test checks on quality of ballast: Zonal Railways have been  y
instructed that:

 (i)  To the extent possible, testing of ballast should be 
done in Railway’s own laboratories; and

 (ii)  In case testing at other reputed test labs is considered 
necessary, the procedure / process for testing should be 
advised in advance and, if possible, a representative 
of the Railway should associate with the lab at the 
time the tests are performed.

Traffic and Commercial Department

Rationalisation of the Passenger Reservation System (PRS): 
In order to control likelihood of pre-feeding of journey details in 
the PRS, necessary changes were implemented through CRIS:

Electrical and S and T Departments

y Laying of cables in underground trenches

Board’s Comprehensive Board’s guidelines have been 
issued aiming at the prevention of communication cables from 
getting damaged during the course of execution of other works 
in its vicinity and thereby causing disruption in the flow of traffic, 
avoidable expenditure, etc. inter alia mandate

(i)  Provision of theft–resistant cable route markers (including 
electronic route markers)
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(ii)  No payment in cases where criteria pertaining to the depth 
at which the cable is to be laid and such other quality 
considerations (which must be explicitly stipulated in 
the tender schedule) are not complied by the executing 
agency. 

(iii)  Drawing up of the schedule for laying of cables in advance 
in case of New Lines/Gauge conversion projects etc. (i.e. 
whether the cable –laying work is to precede earth work or 
vice versa). 

y Integrated Passenger Information System (IPIS)

In the context of irregularities detected by Vigilance, 
the definition of ‘similar nature of work’ in IPIS contracts was 
rationalized; in effect, the earlier guideline, viz. “Integrated 
Passengers Information System consisting of LED based Train 
Indication and Coach Guidance system from RDSO approved 
OEM or with authorization from the RDSO approved OEM” 
was replaced by “Supply installation testing and commissioning 
of LED or LCD based information display system for Railway 
stations, Airports and other public places.”

y “Earthing Contracts” 

Detection by Vigilance of an instance where a substantially 
costlier maintenance free earthing system, viz. “Safe Earth 
Electrodes”, had been procured and installed against the 
provision for a “general earthing arrangement” in the detailed 
estimate formed the basis for the following system improvements, 
inter alia:

Safe Earth electrodes are to be used only in cases where 
test reports are clearly indicative of such rocky soil conditions 
that preclude attainment of the recommended earth value 
through other general earthing arrangements. 

Personnel Department

y Appointments on Compassionate Ground 

With a view to impart greater rigour in respect of 
appointments being made on compassionate grounds, 
instructions issued by the Railway Board in response to a 
suggestion made by Vigilance now provide for the Welfare 
Inspectors’ verification reports to be also kept on the personal 
files/service books of compassionate ground appointees.
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y Recruitments against Cultural and Sports quotas 

With a view to impart greater transparency in the process 
of recruitment against Cultural and Sports quota, guidelines 
issued by the Railway Board now provide for video recording of 
the performance of all candidates during trials.

Stores Department 

y Accountal of Receipt / Issue of Lube Oils

During the course of a Vigilance check that was conducted 
in a Diesel Store Depot, it was revealed that while a procedure 
order of the Railway Board was in place for the accountal of 
receipts and issues of HSD oil, there was none in case of Lube 
Oils. This anomaly has since been rectified.

Participative Vigilance

Access: Besides the access extended to citizens by the  y
Central Vigilance Commission through its ‘Vig Eye’ 
facility, real – time access to vigilance officials of Railways 
has been made available on 24×7 basis through Helpline 
no. 155210. Additionally, the email addresses of vigilance 
officers are posted on the website. 

Vigilance Awareness Week was observed in a befitting  y
manner between 28th October and 2nd November, 2013 
throughout Indian Railways. 

Counselling: As many as 28 workshops/seminars/  y
interactive sessions were conducted on topical issues by 
Vigilance in 2013-14, in which officers, senior supervisors 
and other railway personnel representing various levels 
and disciplines participated; the primary focus was to 
inculcate greater awareness of rules, procedures and, most 
importantly, the pitfalls that need to be steered clear of.

In house capability: A five - day training program for 40  y
officers inducted over the past year into the Vigilance 
organization at the level of the Railway Board, Zonal 
Railways, Production Units and PSUs under the 
administrative control of the Ministry of Railways was 
held at National Academy of Indian Railways (NAIR), 
Vadodara from 9th to 13th December, 2013. The faculty 
for this course was drawn not only from Railway’s own 
Vigilance organization but also from related agencies like 
the Department of Legal Affairs, the Central Vigilance 
Commission and the Central Bureau of Investigation. 
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In the training programme that is conducted annually  y
for Vigilance Inspectors and Investigating Inspectors 
at the Diesel Loco Shed/Tughlakabad, a total of 137 
personnel participated in three schedules held in the 
year 2013.

Monitoring mechanism: With a view to intensify focus 
and strengthen internal monitoring mechanism and, thus, bring 
down the pendency of ongoing departmental proceedings, a 
system of region-wise reviews, encompassing 4-5 adjoining 
Zonal Railways/Production Units at a time, was initiated; reviews 
of Northern and Southern regions, respectively involving 70 
officers were held in 2013-14.

Punitive Vigilance

A statement showing number of officials against whom 
disciplinary action in vigilance–investigated cases was initiated/
finalised during April 2013 to March 2014 is given below. 

Vigilance investigated cases April 2013-
March 2014

Number of officials against whom disciplinary 
proceedings were initiated

6,020

Number of officials against whom disciplinary 
proceedings resulted in imposition of a major penalty 

947

Number of officials against whom disciplinary 
proceedings resulted in imposition of a minor penalty 

5,228

Proactive Vigilance

Conducting surprise checks in areas of mass contact (like  y
reservation offices, ticket booking counters, luggage/parcel 
and goods booking offices, on-board passenger–carrying 
trains etc.), in the accountal/disposal of scrap, loading of 
freight wagons and parcel vans (primarily with a view to 
detect/control incidences of overloading) etc. In 2013-14, 
these measures resulted in realization of revenues to the 
tune of `77.40 crores. 

Scrutinizing at least 20% of the Annual Property Returns  y
filed by Officers.

Monitoring implementation of policy guidelines on  y
rotational transfers of officials occupying sensitive 
posts.


